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Grand Ogilvy Award 
GOLD, Best Brand Transformation 
SILVER, Retail & Restaurants 
Campaign Title: IHOb, International House of Burgers 
Year the campaign took place: 2018 
 

 
 
Brand: IHOP 
Creative Agency: Droga5 
Media Company/Agency:  
Research Company: Hypothesis, Talk Shoppe 
Additional Affiliated Companies:  
 
 
Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
 

Marketing Challenge (identified with research): IHOP is a leading 
brand in the family dining category that for 60 years has built strong 
associations with pancakes and high traffic during breakfast hours. But 
IHOP struggled to attract business during later meal occasions: lunch, 
dinner and late night. Consumer research identified burgers as the 
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strongest opportunity to establish credibility in PM hours, given the broad 
appeal of burgers and the strategic fit with IHOP’s equity in abundant 
craveable food. IHOP leveraged multiple stages of consumer research to 
optimize a new line of Ultimate Steakburgers. Test market trials then 
showed that the new line of Steakburgers surpassed expectations and 
outperformed IHOP’s original burgers on nearly all key metrics. 

 
The Campaign: New burgers were just part of the challenge. IHOP 
needed consumers to reevaluate the restaurant as a PM destination. 
Droga5 was brought on as a new agency in 2018, and the team worked 
with the IHOP marketing team to create a new summer campaign called 
“IHOb - The International House of Burgers.” In this campaign, IHOP 
announced that it was changing its name to “IHOb”, literally flipping the P 
to a lower case “b”. The mystery (what does the “b” stand for?) 
generated speculation and conversations on traditional and social media. 
The “b” was soon unveiled to stand for “Burgers” through a TV and digital 
campaign, which announced the new menu of Steakburgers with low 
price combos and unlimited fries.  

 
In-Market Impact: The social media reaction to the campaign was 
massive, with 614,000 tweets on launch day alone. IHOP/IHOb trended 
higher on Twitter than Donald Trump’s summit to North Korea. The 
conversation continued between media outlets, consumers, other brands, 
and celebrities (like Cardi B) both before and after the unveiling. By the 
time the campaign ended, IHOb earned 42.5 billion media impressions, 
28,000+ media stories, and $113 million in earned media. As a result of 
the campaign and the new menu, burger sales and non-breakfast traffic 
surged. IHOP’s burger sales quadrupled. Consumer perceptions (from in-
market consumer tracking) also showed a lasting impact. Consideration 
for IHOP increased after the campaign, driven by recognizers of IHOb 
creative. And the perception that IHOP “has great burgers” grew 
significantly and has not faded as of March 2019. 
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CONSUMER INSIGHT  
 

To earn business after breakfast, we need to prove that IHOP takes our 
burgers as seriously as our pancakes. 

 
MARKETING CHALLENGE 
 

IHOP is a 60-year-old brand in the family dining category. The brand has 
very strong associations with pancakes and high traffic during breakfast 
hours. While IHOP enjoyed strong breakfast equity, they struggled to 
attract business during later meal occasions: lunch, dinner and late 
night. Internal IHOP research showed that “Indulgent non-breakfast” 
occasions represented 19% of all restaurant occasions, but only 6% of 
IHOP’s occasions. Tracking data reinforced this weaker equity for lunch 
and dinner. In December 2017, 89% of respondents rated IHOP as being 
“Great for a meal during breakfast hours.” But that equity faded as the 
day moved on: 74% saw IHOP as great “during lunch hours” and 61% 
saw it great “during dinner hours.” This drop is more acute for IHOP than 
many other family dining brands. For example, Cracker Barrel performs 
evenly across all dayparts in the same tracker. 
 
Burgers were identified as the strongest opportunity to attract traffic 
outside of breakfast, given the broad appeal of burgers and the 
strategic fit with IHOP’s equity in abundant craveable food. Tracking 
data showed us that burger equity had strong potential to build traffic. 
A regression-based drivers analysis showed that the attribute “has 
great burgers” was 46% stronger than the average attribute in driving 
visitation interest in IHOP. And IHOP trailed our most formidable 
competitors in family dining. The IHOP tracking benchmark showed 
that 63% thought Denny’s had “great burgers” compared to 44% for 
IHOP. So there was a lot of room to improve. 
 
These insights resulted in a strategy to enhance IHOP’s credibility with 
burgers. According to Brad Haley, IHOP’s Chief Marketing Officer, “The 
creative strategy behind it was to convince the public that we take our 
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burgers as seriously as we take our pancakes so, to convey that, we had 
to make a big statement in a disruptive way.” 
 
The first step to disrupt consumer perceptions about IHOP’s burgers was 
to reinvent the menu. Research phases identified the type of burgers that 
consumers were looking for and the combination of builds that would 
attract traffic. As a result, IHOP developed the Ultimate Steakburger 
which included all natural, 100% USDA Choice Black Angus Steak. These 
new burgers also came with a line-up of new, exciting builds designed to 
satisfy a variety of tastes, as identified with a TURF analysis. One build 
specifically, IHOP’s “Brunchburger,” was designed to serve as a link 
between IHOP’s strong breakfast equity and later occasions in the day. 
 
The new burgers were tested in select markets and proved to be a hit. 
The new burgers outperformed consumer expectations and scored higher 
than IHOP’s original burgers in nearly every metric. For example, 
consumers strongly agreed that they “definitely would reorder” their 
burger (+21 points higher than control markets), and were very likely 
“to make a special trip” to IHOP for the new line of burgers (+23 points 
higher than control). The new burgers were also seen as a better value, 
more “craveable,” and more appealing than IHOP’s original burgers. 
 
But the new menu was just the beginning. IHOP also had to disrupt 
consumer perceptions and show diners that IHOP is serious about 
burgers. 
 

Sources: IHOP Internal Brand Tracker (partnered with Hypothesis) 
IHOP Internal Surveys and Test Market Research 
Quote from https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/burger-sales-quadrupled-after-
ihop-became-ihob/ 

 
METHODOLOGY  
 

A multi-phased research program was put into place to develop the 
overall burger strategy, the new product line, the ad creative, and the 
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effectiveness of the marketing campaign.  
 
Identifying the issue:  

• Guest Opportunity Study: Prior to 2018, IHOP conducted an 
internal Guest Opportunity research that, among other things, 
identified a taxonomy of restaurant occasion need states, and that 
IHOP underperformed on “non-breakfast indulgent occasions.” 

• Brand Health Tracking: To understand IHOP brand health and to 
measure the strength of key attributes (like “great burgers”) as 
visitation drivers, IHOP launched a continuous brand health tracker. 
IHOP partners with Hypothesis on this tracker, which started in 
December 2017 and continues to present day. The tracking system 
interviews 200 respondents a week among regular family dining 
customers. 

 
Optimizing the burger line:  

• Conjoint Research: Over 400 respondents went through a 
conjoint exercise online to find the optimal combination of patty 
size, prep style, beef type, price and other attributes for a new 
burger product. 

• Sensory CLT Research: Over 200 respondents were recruited 
both through in-store intercepts and pre-recruits to IHOPs. These 
respondents tried a combination of burger builds to identify the 
burgers that tasted the best and generated the highest satisfaction. 

• Test/Control Market Testing: IHOP conducted internal 
satisfaction research on their new burger line within their 
restaurants among test and control markets. Guests who ordered a 
burger were asked to take a survey in restaurants assisted by 
interviewers using tablet computers. Roughly 460 surveys were 
conducted in test markets and roughly 120 surveys were conducted 
in control markets. 

• TURF Study: Interest in 18 separate burger builds were tested in 
an online study, using a TURF analysis (Total Unduplicated Reach 
and Frequency) in order to come up with the ideal combinations of 
burger builds that make it to the final menu. 
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Discovering and optimizing the ad creative:  

• Immersion in the world of burgers: IHOP and Droga5 conducted 
internal research in order to immerse themselves in the culture of 
burgers and the cues that consumers take to establish credibility. 
This research included (1) store visits to sought-after burger joints 
for inspiration, (2) qualitative interviews with food industry 
thought-leaders, prominent general managers, and waiters at 
burger joints, (3) food trends desk research, and (4) social media 
monitoring around IHOP and competitive burger conversations 
online. 

• Concept optimization: IHOP partnered with Talk Shoppe to 
conduct six focus groups within IHOP restaurants in Kansas and 
Nevada. This research was meant to understand reactions to the 
IHOb idea, to identify ways to improve it, and to understand if the 
new burger line fit with the creative. 

• Optimizing Call-to-Action Claims: IHOP conducted a short 
MaxDiff survey online among over 150 respondents, to understand 
the most motivating call-to-action claim (e.g. “For a limited time, 
try one of our NEW Black Angus Steakburgers with bottomless fries 
and a soda starting at just $6.99.”) 

 
Tracking campaign effectiveness:  
 
Ad Effectiveness Tracking: To track the effectiveness of IHOb, IHOP 
leveraged the brand tracker with Hypothesis (mentioned above). During 
each campaign window, visual screenshots of ad creative are exposed to 
respondents, in order to measure ad breakthrough (recognition). In this 
tracker, we leveraged this recognition metric to tie changes in brand 
equity directly to those who recognize specific IHOP/IHOb ad creative. 
These screenshots were also de-branded (with the IHOP/IHOb name and 
logos removed), allowing us to ask unaided brand linkage of the creative. 
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CREATIVE EXECUTION 
 

The IHOb campaign started on June 5 with a cryptic announcement on 
Twitter. 
The announcement tweet generated 614,000 
tweets on the first day, and 5 billion 
impressions in the first week. IHOP and IHOb 
became a top trending topic (even higher than 
Donald Trump’s summit in North Korea). After 
the announcement, 30,000 Twitter users 
responded with their guesses on what the “b” 
could stand for. According to PR News, “bacon” 
and “blockchain” were the most commonly-
retweeted guesses. These comments and 
shares elevated the social media activity to an 
even-higher level of engagement, more than 
simple impressions and likes. 

 
IHOP switched its social media handles to 
@IHOb and went further. It launched 
IHOb.com, edited its Wikipedia page, and 
employees changed their LinkedIn profiles. 
And it changed the outdoor signage to IHOb 
on its flagship restaurant on Sunset 
Boulevard in Los Angeles.  

 
A week after the initial announcement, TV 
and digital creative was launched to officially 
announce that the “b” stood for “burgers.” 
IHOP unveiled their new line of premium 
“Ultimate Steakburger” burgers, with new 
varieties like Big Brunch and Cowboy BBQ. 
The campaign also announced new combo 
deals on the new burgers, starting at $6.99 
with unlimited fries. 
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The conversation continued on social media after the burger reveal. 
Celebrities like Cardi B and Christine Teigen weighed in. And other brands 
reacted with cheeky counters to the IHOb news, such as Burger King 
showing their new “Pancake King” logo, and Netflix tweeting that they 
were changing their name to “Netflib.” 

 
One TV ad, “Sign Change,” focused on IHOb’s shift from “pancakes 
pancakes pancakes” to “burgerin’ burgers” as an IHOP manager explodes 
the store’s sign from IHOP to IHOb from the roof of their building. (IHOP 
has an iconic roof, so leveraging this imagery helped reinforce the 
campaign as uniquely tied to the brand.) The ad ended with a slapstick 
moment as the manager coughs from the explosion, trips, and falls off 
the roof. 
 
The other TV ad, “Combos” was a straightforward food-focused message 
that showed IHOb’s commitment to Ultimate Steakburgers made with 
Black Angus beef, brand new flavors, and the new deal on combos. 

 
Digital creative also supported 
the message, with some 
executions reinforcing the new 
line of burgers, and others 
reminding consumers about the 
$6.99 combos. 
 

Sources:  
https://www.latimes.com/business/la-fi-ihop-name-change-20180611-story.html 
https://www.prnewsonline.com/ihob-ihop 
 
BUSINESS RESULTS/LESSONS LEARNED  
 

“A 21st Century Marketing Success Story” – The New York Times 
 
By all metrics, the campaign was an unmitigated success. The campaign 
inspired a huge volume of social media conversations. According to 
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Adweek, “In the first 10 days following the IHOb news, there were over 
1.2 million tweets about the brand and its burgers and over 2.1 million 
social media conversations about IHOb, with over 100 brands and 
celebrities joining in.” These numbers are particularly impressive when 
you compare them to the fact that IHOP generated only 20,000 tweets 
across the entirety of 2017.  Overall the campaign generated 42.6 billion 
media impressions, 28,000+ media stories, and $113 million in earned 
media.  
 
Internal ad tracking showed that over a third (37%) of family dining 
consumers saw one of the IHOb TV executions. The ads were more 
strongly linked to IHOP than any ad tested in the current tracker, with 
over 80% of those who saw the ads able to associate them with the IHOP 
(or IHOb) brand without prompting. 

 
Brand tracking data showed gains in multiple key metrics. “Has great 
burgers” saw the biggest gain, with a +7 point shift from 43% to 50%. 
And this gain has not faded since the campaign ended last summer: “has 
great burgers” is at 51% for IHOP as of the most-recent reporting period, 
ending March 2019. 
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The brand also grew in perceptions for being “great for a meal during 
dinner hours” and “not afraid to take risks.” Consumers were also more 
likely to consider the brand and to report a visit to IHOP after the 
campaign launched. This gain in consideration is directly tied to campaign 
impact, as those who recognized one of the IHOb TV executions were 
+12 to +14 points higher in IHOP consideration than non-recognizers. 
 
Most importantly, the campaign made a direct measurable impact to the 
bottom line. Burger sales quadrupled! Wall street quickly noticed the 
difference as well, as Dine Brands Global (NYSE: DIN, IHOP’s parent 
company) saw a 31% increase in stock price in just three weeks. 

 
Sources: https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/burger-sales-quadrupled-after-
ihop-became-ihob/ 
https://www.tintup.com/blog/ihob-maximized-social-media-strategy/ 
Internal IHOP brand tracking (Hypothesis) 
Internal Droga5 and IHOP metrics 
 
 


